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Stop Press
We are pleased to welcome 8 new PhD research students:
- Kim Birkett – Planetary Science
- Jack Carlyle – Solar Physics
- Richelle de Bokx – Astrophysics
- Marianna Felici and Alice Foster - Plasma Physics Group;
- Luyi Sun and Josh Veitch-Michaelis - Imaging Group;
- Robert Wacholc - Instrumentation

New Staff Member
Sabrina Pottinger has joined the Astrophysics Group as EUCLID Project Manager.

Appointments
Chris Arridge was appointed to the STFC Solar System Advisory Panel.
Lidia van Driel Gesztelyi has been elected President of IAU Division E - Sun and Heliosphere during the IAU XXVIII General Assembly held in Beijing, 20-31 August.
Mat Page has been promoted to Professor and Sarah Matthews has been promoted to Reader;
Visitors

The Planetary Science group were visited by:
- Dr Sarah Badman (JAXA) who gave a seminar on "Cassini VIMS insights into solar wind magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling at Saturn", 19 June;
- Dr Karen Aplin (Univ. Oxford). She gave a seminar on "Electrical processes in planetary atmospheres", 3 July;
- Dr Marissa Vogt (Univ. Leicester) who gave a seminar on "The Structure and Dynamics of Jupiter's Magnetosphere", 7 August;
- Dr Adam Masters (JAXA). Adam gave a seminar on "Spacecraft observations of relativistic electron production at a very strong quasi-parallel shock wave", 21 August.

Grants and Contracts

L-CAM study (ESA) – contract to study a camera system for ESA’s proposed Lunar Lander.

The UKSA grants for the Solar Orbiter build phase for SWA and EUI were finally awarded in July (for a 1 April 2012 start).

PhDs Awarded

Awat Rahimi and Sheila Kanani have both been successful in defending their PhD theses.

Mission Status and Developments

Cassini - CAPS has been off since 2 June. The scientific output from CAPS at MSSL continues to be excellent (see publications and presentation lists).

Cluster - All four Cluster spacecraft and all four PEACE instruments continue to operate well. Special operations were performed in August for Guest Investigator studies (Retino magnetotail) and to support investigations of intermittent electromagnetic wave interference seen by WBD and WHI in certain plasma environments.

Cluster passed the Mission Extension Operations Technical Review held on 27 June as part of the process of deciding whether the mission will be extended through to December 2014.

ExoMars - Discussions continue on Russian collaboration at mission and instrument level. PanCam work continuing including leading team and agency interactions and building a simulator “flatcam”. Outreach talks continuing (see list).

Adaptation for lunar lander also being studied. PSS paper now in press and ESA study started, letter of interest submitted for PI role on L-CAM.

JUICE - Following the approval of the JUICE mission by ESA in early May and the AO which was released in late June, we are continuing to work on proposals for instrumentation as PI and Co-I on the mission.

KuaFu - ESA are considering redefining the proposed ESA component of KuaFu to be lead from the Space Situational Awareness programme (which has an interest in developing an operational space weather capability) supported by the Science Programme, rather than the Science Programme alone.

L-Depp - The MSSL L-DEPP team continued to make progress towards the final L-DEPP presentations to ESA, scheduled for early September. It is hoped that successful completion of the study will lead to the Lunar Lander technology demonstration mission being approved by the ESA Ministerial meeting in November and place the lab in a good position to respond, with our international partners, to a possible instrument AO in the New Year.

Solar Orbiter - The Solar Orbiter SWA PDR process produced a number of “RIDs” on 1 June requiring initial response by the team with a deadline of 8 June. These were then discussed in detail at the co-location meeting in ESTEC on 12-13 June in which the MSSL team and several international partner representatives agreed action items with the ESA project team. We have been working on these A1’s over the summer.

The SO EMC working group met in Stevenage on 20-21 June. The latest progress on achieving the required electromagnetic and electrostatic cleanliness for the spacecraft was discussed.

The SO Boom working group, chaired by Chris Owen, held several meetings and telecons over the summer to address a number of problematic issues that have emerged now that a boom industrial subcontractor has been confirmed and an initial design “released”. We continue to work on the acceptable accommodation of sensors on the boom and on the routing of harness cables past electromagnetically sensitive instruments. ESA is investigating whether it would be possible to accommodate a slightly longer boom to help solve the former issue.

The MSSL team continues to be engaged with the wider SWA team in fortnightly telecons, and with the project during regular telecons and progress meetings.
**Venus Express and Mars Express** - Operations and scientific output continue.

**Publications – Referred**

Published


**Papers in press**


**Publications - Non-Referred:**


Pick, M., Klimb, B., CME development in the corona and interplanetary medium: Anmulti-wavelength approach, EAS Publ. Ser., Vol. 55, 299, [http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/eas/1255042](http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/eas/1255042)

**Invited Talks and Conferences**

Andrew Coates attended the Magnetospheric Interactions of Dusty Plasma, Plumes, and Moons workshop, Cassini PSG meeting, Cagliari, 12-14 June:

Geraint Jones (invited), Andrew Coates and Tom Nordheim attended the 46th ESLAB symposium on Formation and Evolution of Moons, ESTEC, 25-28 June. They presented 3 talks and were involved in other presentations:

- Jones, G., (Invited) Satellite-Magnetosphere Interactions;
- Nordheim, T., K. Hand, C. Pararanicas, P. Kollmann, G. Jones, A. Coates, N. Krupp, Surface radiation environment of Saturn’s icy moon Mimas;

Andrew Coates attended the 39th COSPAR scientific assembly at Mysore, India, 14-22 July. He presented 2 invited talks as well as other presentations:

- Arridge, C.S., H. Hargrave, N. Achilleos, S.V. Badman, E. Bunce, P. Schippers, A. Coates, M.K. Dougherty, Plasma populations in Saturn’s high latitude magnetosphere and their mapping into the ionosphere;

Andrew Coates and Dhiren Kataria attended the International Symposium on Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Observations and Modelling held at Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India, 22-24 July. Presentations were given on:

- Coates, A.J., Ion pickup and plasma escape at solar system bodies (solicited);

Dr Chris Arridge, Jamie Jasinski and Tom Nordheim (see below) attended the “Summer School Alpbach 2012” “Exploration of the Giant Planets and their Systems” in Austria, 24 July – 2 Aug.

Bernhard Kliem gave invited seminars:
- “Instabilities and Reverse Pinch Effect in Solar Coronal Mass Ejections” at the University of Warwick, Centre for Fusion, Space and Astrophysics, 18 June;
- “Flare Modelling - Recent Results and Challenges from Hinode and SDO” at the Hinode-6 Meeting, St Andrews, 14-17 Aug.
Bernard also gave an invited review “Energy Storage and Release in the Solar Atmosphere - Key SDO Results” at the COSPAR Assembly.

**Outreach**

Andrew Coates talked on:

- “What can we learn from space programmes?” for BP Subsea and Floating Systems Team, 28 June;
- “The ExoMars mission” at Probus Club, Crawley, 3 July.

Chris Arridge:

  Talked at:
  - Highbury Grove School on careers and space exploration as part of the Islington Space Festival, 28 June;
  - Howard of Effingham School on "Exploring the Solar System with Robots", 3 July;
  - the London International Young Science Forum during their visit to MSSL "The Plumes of Enceladus," 22 August;
  - Newbury and District Amateur Radio Society on the links between space weather and radio propagation, 22 Aug;

Attended:

- a luncheon at the House of Lords exploring links between parliament and scientists, 26 June;
- an event on 29 June at MSSL, to forge links between the new UCL Academy and MSSL staff;
- the Summer Meeting of the British Astronomical Society where he gave a talk titled "Europe Goes to Jupiter: The Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer Mission," 7 July;

Gave:

- a UCL Masterclass titled "Flowing Fluids: From Rivers to Stars and Planets" to A-level students, 9 July.

Andrew Walsh and Colin Forsyth, along with colleagues from Imperial College, Lancaster University and University of Leicester, exhibited the Cluster: Aurora Explorer stand at the Cheltenham Science Festival in June. Approximately 1000 members of the public were treated to discussions on Cluster, space weather and the aurora.

**Media Broadcasts and Features**

Andrew Coates gave the following interviews:

- CNN International, on Venus transit, 6 June;
- “Space boffins/Naked Scientists” podcast on JUICE mission, 6 June;
- Sunday Times on JUICE mission, appeared 10 June;
- BBC World Service, Newshour, on Chinese space programme and ambitions, 18 and 24 June;
- Sat TV week, on the JUICE mission, 4 July;

**Next Issue**

The next issue of The Newsletter (Volume 10, Issue 3) will be published in December 2012. This will cover activities from 1 September to 30 November 2012.